
WATER CYCLE ESSAY QUESTIONS

ã€• Water Cycle Questions and Answers ã€‘for free from best writers of Artscolumbia âœ… Largest assortment of free
essays âœ… Find what you need.

Just below the crust is the mantle, which is Usually it does both. Divide students into groups and have them
make sketches or drawings as well as written descriptions of what happens to the water when it lands in these
places. List as many words as you can that relate to water. List all the things we use water for. Which drops
look like rain? They will be asked if they think it is raining in the Forks area right now. Prior to the activity
From where does ground water come? These questions are also representative of two different levels of
Blooms taxonomy. The water falling on land collects in rivers and lakes, soil and porous layers of rock and
much of it flows back into the ocean. This caused the water molecules to condense into a cloud C. Where do
we find fresh water? Hydrogen bonds are weakerthan covalent bonds, but collectively these bonds hold How
has a meterologist's equipment changed over the last decade? Brainstorm all the places water collects when it
hits the earth. It causes evaporation of water Why is the such an important part of the water cycle? Travelers
need to know if the roads are dangerous. Check with your local water department they may have the materials
for a terrarium they will give you. Explain your position. Students should be allowed to answer this question
in a final project that would be chosen from the following: Draw or paint the answer to the question. As the
water vapor rises it condenses to form clouds that return water to the land through precipitation: rain, snow, or
hail. It has been more predictable and more easier because of electronics and it's the further now How has a
meterologist's equipment changed over the last decade? Explain that each student will get to build or have
their own terrarium to observe the water cycle. Water is always moving, brainstorm all the ways water moves
Identify problems in the world associated with water. Materials for terrarium activity Potting soil A package
of seeds e. Precipitation : when the cloud gets to heavy and cant hold the water anymore so it falls down as
exp: rain steel snow Which of the following is the condensed water that falls to Earth's surface? What
happened the temperature when you squeezed the bottle. Students will compare the differences in precipitation
between Forks and Sequim. Which drops are falling from the bowl? Read and record the temperature of the air
inside the bottle. Squeeze the bottle and observe the temperature again. The uppermost layers of solid earth are
the oceanic and continental crust rocks. Activity Make a list of all the places that water goes once it reaches
the ground. Why is it important to know what the weather will be?


